
Jackrabbit (A card game for two players by Adam Thomas) 
 
• Deal our ten cards to each player. The remaining cards make up the draw pile, 

which is placed in the middle of the table. A discard pile is made next to the draw 
pile as the game is played. 

• The object of the game is to score the most points. Points are scored in various 
ways, and points are not counted until the end of the hand. A game consists of any 
number of hands needed in order to reach an agreed upon point threshold. (50 
points for a quicker game, 100 for a longer game, and so on). 

• The Stack 
o The play area in front of each player is called the “stack.”  
o During a player’s turn, she may play on her opponent’s stack or on her own stack.  
o The stack exists even if no card has been played on it yet.  
o The cards in the stack stay in the order they are played for point scoring purposes at the end of the 

hand.  
o Cards played in the stack are played atop one another so the cards beneath the top card cannot be seen. 

• To play a card, place it face up on either player’s stack. The card must share either a number or a suit with 
the card under it. (If not cards are yet on the stack, any card may be played on it.) 
o For example, Mary’s stack shows a 3♣; from her hand, she can play atop it a 3 of a different suit or any 

♣. 
• When a player pairs a card (on any stack), her opponent immediately draw a card. If a Jack is paired, her 

opponent immediately draws two. 
o For example, Mary’s stack shows a 3♣; from her hand, she plays a 3♠ on top of her own stack. Ben 

draws a card. 
• When a player plays a card on her opponent’s stack, the opponent immediately draws a card. 

o For example, Mary plays a 5♥ atop Ben’s stack, which shows a 5♦. Ben draws two (one for the pair and 
one for having another player play on his stack). If Mary had paired a Jack on top of Ben’s stack, Ben 
would have drawn three (two for the paired Jack and one for having another player play on his stack). 

• A player must play a card if she can. There are no passes. If a player cannot play, she discards and draws to 
replace. She can discard as many cards from her hand as she wishes. Once she discards and draws to replace, 
her turn is over. (She does not play a card on a stack this turn.) 

• Play continues in turns, each player playing one card on either stack (or drawing/discarding) until a player 
runs out of cards or until the combined total of the draw and discard piles is two cards or less. If a player 
ends the hand by pairing her last card or playing on another player’s stack, players that need to draw do so 
before the hand officially ends. 

• Scoring 
o Scoring does not happen until the end of the hand. 
o Each player scores his or her own stack, no matter who played the cards onto it. 
o Being the first player to “go out” (have no cards in hand) scores four points. 
o Pairs score two points each. 

• For example, Mary has three Queens in a row. This is four points because it is two pairs of 
Queens. 

o Suited runs of three or more cards in a row are worth one point for each card. The order of the run 
does not matter as long as the cards make a consecutive run. 
• For example, Ben has in order 7♣ 5♣ 6♣. This counts as a suited run. 

o Jacks score two points each. (Therefore, paired Jacks are a total of six points). 
o Deadwood: any cards left in players’ hands when a player goes out count negative one and negative two 

for Jacks. 
• For example, Mary goes out. Ben has 8♣ K♦ J♥ in his hand. This is negative four. He still counts 

positively the cards in his stack. 


